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Abstract / Studio brief

This research and design studio explores how to understand the aesthetics of sustainable 
architecture and how aesthetics might contribute to create more livable futures – a field of 
research so far rather neglected. Building on an understanding of aesthetics not primarily 
concerned with questions of beauty, but with the sensible experience of architecture. The 
project’s interest in aesthetics is specific, not aimed at a philosophical debate, but instead at 
exploring and advancing architectural design proposals. The motivation  for this project is a deep 
fascination for the overwhelming range and variety of diverse architectural appearances, which 
have emerged in response to the challenges of sustainability, and based on a strong interest in 
the suggestive power of design proposals. In the controversies of giving meaning to sustainability 
aesthetics can slow down, modify and perturb predominant perceptions. In order to enthuse, 
seduce and win over aesthetics is a crucial driver of decision-making processes. Aesthetics 
can question and intervene into given arrangements, can take position in a conflict over ways of 
perceptions and interventions. How can we progressively activate aesthetics to introduce novel 
problem formulations, new potential pathways, and new ways of giving meaning to the world? 
Aesthetics play an important role to change how we view and in turn make the world. How or in 
what kind of a world do we want to live in the future?

 
Three decades ago ‘sustainability’ began to occupy important places in architectural debates 
and practices. Architects, engineers, clients, politicians and others at least seem to agree that 
sustainability must be faced within architectural design practice. However, behind this apparent 
consensus many ambiguities, contradictions and open questions emerge. Today, the challenge 
of how to give meaning to sustainability in architectural design practice remains highly contested. 
Perspectives vary largely regarding what the issues are, which scales and elements to take 
into account, and through which design strategies/pathways to address them: Many focus 
on reducing CO2 emissions, some call for more or less technology; some address recycling 
and resource depletion; others take inspiration from forms found in ‘nature’; some address 
issues of health and pollution; some call for participatory design; some question our excessive 
consumption lifestyles; and again others address human well being, human rights or fair living 
wages within the production chains of building-materials spanning the globe.

To better understand these controversies and the design challenge ahead we as a graduation 
studio will step back and enter a more careful approach how sustainability is given meaning 
within specific architectural design practices. Decisively, we begin by understanding sustainability 
as concept, as a concept it cannot be built or materialized. Essentially the concept requires 
translation (transformation, modification, negotiation, association) within the design process 
towards building form and design materialization. To these translations we will direct our attention 
in order to open up new and more comprehensive design opportunities. Thereby we conceive of 
architectural design practice as an exciting laboratory to produce innovative and forward-looking 
proposals

Studio brief, Torsten Schröder and Barbara Kuit
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Image 1. Topics of the collective 
research

In order to start our own design process the participants of the studio needed to understand and 
study the in depth meaning of the term “sustainability”.   
For a long period of time this terminology is used in various domains of our daily life. This resulted 
in many misconceptions of the therm. 

To bring back the focus on the core values of sustainability the studio divided them into five topics 
connected to architecture:
- Concepts
- Challenges
- Instruments 
- Appearance 
- Performance 

1.1 Aesthetics of sustainability

    After analysis of the concept the challenges of sustainability on the global scale as well on the 
building scale were addressed. The overview of the main global  concerns and risks regarding 
sustainability was created. During the research of the risks on global scale the contribution 
of the building industry was highlighted. The next step was to translate the global risks into 
challenges. The translation helps to indicate the possible actions needed to reduce the negative 
environmental changes. These actions could be taken into consideration by the architects from 
the beginning of the design process.   

   The third topic the “instruments” describes the different points of view towards sustainability. 
The points of view are described as different approaches and divided in: governance, design 
approaches, elements, building assessment  tools and literature. The structure of governance 
decisions towards sustainability was explored. It provides the overview of the minimum 
requirements and governmental goals towards sustainability. Afterwards the design methods 
towards sustainable building were presented. To complete the design process the list of natural 
elements was presented. The next step was the explanation of the possible implementation of 
the elements in to the design process.  Afterwards the building products and building materials 
with the certificates were presented. Finally the building assessment tools were presented and 
compared for a deeper understanding of the test methods of building performance. 

   The appearance of sustainability explored the examples of the various sustainable building 
designs. In order to present the designs all of the examples were categorised by themes: green, 
wind, solar, light, social, water, material, re-use, recycling, health, building as a system and design 
from disassembly. The goal was to describe the sustainable elements of designs in each theme 
and research how these elements effect the appearance of the building.

   The starting point of the research was to analyse the history and the development of the   
“concept” of the sustainability. The different characteristics of concept where illustrated in a 
framework which shows the evolution of it from “static” towards the “dynamic” concept. After 
analysis of the concept and origin of sustainability the translation into the architectural practice 
was made where the concept was placed in the context.

The last chapter highlights 8 different sustainable projects and analysises the claims that were 
made about the performances. The projects were researched to see if the performances of the 
sustainable solutions match the appearance of the  buildings.  

On the following pages the “Challenges” chapter will be briefly introduced followed by the 
conclusion which formed a starting point of the design process of “Public podium” .
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Challenges of sustainability 

The main goal of the research challenges was to determine the global challenges and the risks in 
regard to sustainability. 
During the research various official reports of international organisations; the United Nations, 
Green Pace and World Economic Forum were taken into account. It became obvious that the 
environmental risks have a massive influence on humanity, however an immediate conclusion 
followed: humanity  is the main cause of the biggest environmental changes in recent history.  
The rapid growth of the global industrial development  causes an overexploitation of 
non-renewable natural resources. The usage of fossil fuels and  increase in CO2 emissions are 
affecting the global climate causing a diversity of risks ; political shifts,  water stress, forest losses 
etc.
The interdependency between the global risks explored was  based on the research of the 
World Economic Forum. A clear connection between the six major categories; economic , 
environmental, geopolitical,societal and technological risks was explained.
After understanding the global challenges the research zoomed in on the building industry and 
translated the risks into the “challenges”.
The list of challenges which could be taken into account during the design phase of the building 
was formulated:

- Minimize negative climate impact.
- Minimize energy consumption.
- Annihilate the use of fossil fuel sources.
- Minimize transport.
- Optimize insulation.
- Maximize natural daylight.
- Reduce the amount of materials used during construction.
- Maximize the use of recycled materials.
- Maximize the use of recyclable or re-usable materials.
- Optimize the shape of the building
- Minimize land usage
- Reduce waste
- Minimize water consumption
- Maximize user health and comfort
- Maximize layout adaptability
- Maximize layout flexibility
- Design for maximum durability and longevity
- Reduce CO2 and other toxic emissions
- Improve the urban context of the building

On the following pages a number of examples of the challenges on global and building scale will 
be presented.

Challenges of sustainability 

Image 2.  World Population growth  

Image 3. Human ecological footprint
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Global C02 emissions

Image 4 . Atlas of CO 2 emissions world wide
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Remaining world supplies Energy consumption and embodied carbon

Image 7. Material embodied carbon,
example of nylon carpet

Image 6. Energy consumption 
 by sector and buildings energy mix, 2010

Image 5. Resource depletion 
ecosystems, mineral and fossil fuels
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Interdependency between the global sustainability risks Own conclusion

The following conclusion regarding sustainability was formulated: 

The research of the five themes of sustainability showed that the subject is multidisciplinary, 
includes multiple layers and that there is no “one way” approach of sustainable design. 
The sustainable design is therefore a carefully chosen tactic towards the sustainable challenges 
on global and national scale and translate them into the design in a chosen context.

The negative global impact of the building sector obligates us, the designers, to integrate 
sustainability in all of the design processes: the design, construction, operation and demolition of 
the building.
Various governmental initiatives and tools were developed to help the designers to reach the 
higher standards in sustainable design. However, each context of the building design will demand 
an individual approach.  
The most important aspect of the design is its ability to create a social awareness of sustainability 
and help to form a new mind-set towards the impact of humanity on the natural environment. 

The designers and the users of the buildings need to be aware that the decisions made by each 
of them are connected to a broad network of global challenges. Designers could be pioneers 
who can set new higher sustainable standards. The future users of the building could be 
engaged into the design process and give their opinion about the chosen tactics and solutions.

In the next phase the building design the following challenges will be taken into account:
- Minimize the negative climate impact
- Improve the urban context of the context
- Optimize the building systems 
- Increase the awareness of sustainability by the users

Image 8.
 The interdependency of global 
sustainability risks 1716



1.2  Analysis of Stockholm 

13th – 20th Century 
The city of Stockholm was mentioned in documents for the first time in 1252.  The location of the 
city was carefully planned in order to protect Sweden from sea invasions. 
The central part of the city, the city centre, was located on the central island next to 
Helgeandsholmen. Nowadays the core is very well known as the Old Town – the Gamlastan 
borough. 
Because of the Baltic trade the city developed very strong cultural and economic connections 
with various Baltic cities as: Lübeck, Hamburg, Gdańsk, Visby, Reval. 
During the enormous growth of Sweden in the 17th century the population of Stockholm 
multiplied six fold. After a long period of development the city of Stockholm became the capital of 
the Swedish empire in 1634.
After a period of the plague in 1710 and during the Great Northern War the city’s growth slowed 
down dramatically.  
In the 19th century the city managed to recover. The era of new industry transformed Stockholm 
to a trade and service centre of Sweden. This resulted in an enormous population growth and an 
expansion of settlements outside the city boundaries. During the expansion of the city multiple 
scientific institutes were built. In the second half of the 20th century Stockholm became a 
modern and technologically advanced city. Many old parts of the city were transformed. 
The old buildings were demolished and replaced by modern architecture. Nevertheless the 
original core of the city (“old city”) remained untouched.     
 

General historical information    13th -20th century

Image 9, 10, 11 (left to right)
Timeline of Stockholm  city plan development : 17th,18th and 19th century

Image 12
Stockholm city plan development 20th century

Stockholm 
17th century

Stockholm 
18th century

Stockholm 
19 century

Stockholm 
20 century
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In 2010 Stockholm received the first green European Capital award ( image 13 ).
This shows the high aspirations of the municipality to become leading in the development of 
sustainability.

“The main reason cited for the award was Stockholm’s integrated administrative system, which guaran-
tees that environmental aspects are considered in budgets, operational planning, reporting and monitor-
ing.” (Stockholm Business Region, n.d).

The rapid growth of the city brought many environmental complications. For the future 
development the municipality had to address the issues of energy consumption and to find a way 
of transportation for a growing population.
Nowadays 900.000 citizens live in the city. In 2021 the prognosed number of inhabitants will 
reach 1 million image 21  page 23.
During the last decades the improvements of sustainability become a main goal of the 
municipality. Stockholm wants to maintain this “momentum” of positive improvements by setting  
new sustainable goals for the future. 
The goals are presented in the documents: vision for 2020 and 2050. 
In 2030 Stockholm wants to become a “compact city”. The architecture and the infrastructure of 
the city will be guided by sustainable energy solutions and smart environmental design.
The goal is to reduce the traffic and use the street space more efficiently (images 14,15,16) 
 by investing in the bicycle infrastructure and public transport .

In 2050 Stockholm’s ambition is to become a fossil fuel free city.  To achieve this goal the city’s 
government divided this ambition into a number of targets:

“-Emissions can be reduced through long-term planning of energy-efficient development and infrastruc-
ture. 
- Major climate gains can be achieved by reducing energy use in the City of Stockholm’s own operations 
and by procuring green electricity.
-The use of green electricity is driving the development of environmental adaptation of energy production 
throughout Europe, which means the measures could have a considerable effect.”  (Stockholm the 
sustainable growing city 2013.pdf chapter 5) 
 
The sustainable targets of Stockholm municipality will form an important guideline in the design of 
the collective masterplan. 

General historical information 21th century

 Image 13.  Stockholm winner of 
 European green capital award  2010

Image 17.
City centre of Stockholm 

Image 18. Royal seaport district new 
sustainable development

Image 14, 15,16 (left to right) 
Ambitions of Stockholm towards an
efficient usage of  the infrastructure
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Stockholm city analysis: city  boroughs population 

Image 19. Stockholm city boroughs.

Stockholm city analysis: city boroughs population and sustainable traffic 
strategy

Image 20. 
City boroughs population growth

Image 21. Stockholm population growth

Image 22. Decrease of CO2 emissions

Image 23. 
Bicycle traffic increase

Dark red = high growth
Light pink = low growth

2322



Stockholm building morphology analysis  Stockholm city analysis: city boroughs project area bird’s eye view

A B

C

A

B

C

Image 24.
Building morphology of the city 
of Stockholm

Image 25
Building blocks  Norrmalm

Image 26 
Building blocks Gamla Stan

Image 28
Borough:  Norrmalm

Image 27  
Building blocks of Södermalm

Image 32 
Borough: Södermalm

Image 29
Bird’s eye view borough:  Norrmalm

Image 30
Borough:  Gamla Stan

Image 31
Bird’s eye view borough:  Gamla Stan

Image 33
Bird’s eye view borough:Södermalm 2524



1.3  Analysis of Slussen - project location  

Slussen is an area in central Stockholm situated between the old city of Stockholm and 
Södermalm. 
Slussen, Swedish name for locks, established in about 1642 formed the connection between 
Lake Malaren and Saltsjon – a bay of the Baltic Sea. The first lock built was the Queen Kristina 
lock. The locks needed to be built because of the increasing large differences of water levels 
between the lake and the Baltic Sea.
The lock was rebuilt in 1755 because of the changing needs of water transportation.  At the 
beginning only the water transportation and pedestrians were the main “users” of Slussen.

After rebuilding the locks in around 1860 rail transportation started to cross the locks on street 
level, wagon and carriage traffic as well as pedestrian traffic increased substantially.
Between 1895 and 1919 various plans were proposed to improve the traffic situation. 
After the introduction of the automobile traffic conditions in the area became critical. The area of 
Slussen had received a new unofficial name “slusseneländet”  -  “Slussen Misery” because of the 
new challenging traffic situation. 

The renewal of Slussen started in 1931. A new lock was built, multi-level pedestrian tunnels were 
realized and the cloverleaf shaped interchange was introduced. Underneath the interchange the 
bus station was built and the existing railway system was transformed. The new plan was mainly 
designed in order to anticipate to the increasing needs of car traffic. The plan was called “the 
modern era’s first large project” by Le Corbusier. 
In 1970 the first discussions about the necessity of the plan took place. During the years the 
infrastructure of the city of Stockholm evolved and therefore some elements of the Slussen 
project were no longer required.  
The other consideration was the degradation of the concrete structure. 
During the four decades of intensive usage and the impact of weather conditions the structure 
was in poor condition and started to sink. 

General historical information    16th -20th century

Image 37
Slussen 1935

Image 34, 35, 36 (left to right) 
Timeline of Slussen development:
Slussen 1650, 1780, 1860

Slussen
1650

Slussen
1780

Slussen
1890

Slussen
1935

2726



In 2009 the new masterplan for the area was chosen by the city of Stockholm. The masterplan 
made by Foster + Partners in collaboration with Berg Arkitektkontor won the competition. 
The main goal of the new master plan is to strongly reduce car traffic in the area and to create 
more space for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport.  
By replacing the two existing bridges by one bridge which will include public transport, 
separate roads for cars, wide sidewalks and bike lanes. The traffic surface will be reduced by 
half compared to the old situation. A new bus terminal will be built and will be connected to the 
subway station. 
On the surface of the master plan two glass buildings are planned. These buildings will facilitate 
restaurants and a cultural centre. The buildings will be facing the old part of the city.
Underneath the bridge meeting points will be created, as well as a location for restaurants and 
cafés.
At the edge of the master plan office buildings are planned. In the space between the bridge and 
the office building a park will be created.   
 
After analysing the history of Slussen and the plans for the future development the analysis of the 
existing condition of Slussen was made. The results are presented on the following pages. The 
presented results were taken into consideration during the design process of public podium. 

General historical information   21th century

Image 39 and 40
3D visualisation new masterplan 
Foster + Partners

Image 38
Slussen masterplan Foster+Partners, 
currently in construction (2018) 2928



Slussen -an overview of the project location Slussen -analysis of infrastructure

Image 42
Infrastructure network -project location

fast traffic - car

subway

slow traffic - pedestrian and bicycle

water traffic

Image 41 
Project locationLocation masterplan
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Slussen public space - public squares

Squares and plains Courtyards 

Slussen analysis - buildings with inner courtyard 

Image 44 
Courtyards 
analysis

Image 43
Public squares 
analysis

Location 
masterplan

Location 
masterplan
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Slussen programme analysis -day situation Slussen programme analysis -night situation

Image 45
Programme 
analysis -day 
situation

Image 46 
Programme 
analysis - night 
situation
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Slussen- heights analysis

Södermal city borough is an 
environment with a lot of height 
differences. Travelling from the old 
city centre towards Slussen the 
height increases up to 40 meters. 
The project location is on one side 
surrounded by slowly ascending 
roads and walking paths. On the other 
side the location consists of various 
terraces and vertical stone walls. 
The bridges and staircases were 
built to create  shortcuts and walking 
paths for the pedestrians between the 
various terraces and streets.  

Analysis of the city boroughs surrounding the project location

Figure 49. Analytical drawings - site sectionsImage 47. Heights analysis Slussen

Image 48 Context of Slussen, 
 November 27, 2017 
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1.4 Masterplan   

Masterplan - Separating layers

The analysis of slow 
traffic routes for the 
pedestrians and 
cyclist shows that 
both groups are   
rapidly growing. 
Slussen is  an 
important junction 
point for both 
groups. 

Slussen was mainly  
designed for  car 
traffic. 
In the masterplan 
presented by 
Foster and Partners 
car traffic will be 
strongly reduced.  
The car will no 
longer be a main 
focus point in 
Slussen. 

The new masterplan will be designed around the main slow traffic routes. New building plots will 
be arranged around a central space which will be designed as a meeting area, a place to stay for 
the visitors of the area. 
There are five building plots selected where the future buildings will be designed.
The masterplan is divided in four layers :

- Layer 1 -  Public space surrounded by the new building plots, slow traffic 
- Layer 2-  Public space with an entrance to the subway
- Layer 3-  Public space with a commercial area and entrance to the bus station
- Layer 4 - Fast traffic layer

After a indepth analysis of the site and the analysis of the future sustainable goals of Stocholm we 
concluded  that the  decrease of car traffic in the masterplan proposed by Foster and Partners 
will not be sufficient enough. The city of Stockholm is strongly promoting slow traffic and is trying 
to create more space for pedestrians. At the same time car traffic is banned from the future 
sustainable plans of the city development. From our perspective the future of Slussen will be 
mainly based on slow and pedestrian traffic in combination with efficient public transport. 
The new masterplan will be based on the separation of both slow and fast traffic. Slussen will 
become a place where visitors can stay instead of using it as a transfer point in their journey. 
To achieve that a set of design criteria was established:

 -  Traffic layers will be separated
 -  Slow traffic routing forms the main guideline
 -  Fast traffic will be placed underground
 -  The main sightlines in the project area need  
     to be respected 

 - The building heights of the key buildings in the       
    project area will be used as a reference; for  
    example Katarina Hissen ( elevator )
 -  Introduce more green areas / nature in Slussen

Image 52. Studio masterplan design Image 53. Four layers of the 
masterplan

Image 50. Slow traffic routes Slussen

Image 51. Slow traffic routes Slussen

Layer  1

Layer  2

Layer  3

Layer  4
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Masterplan - analysis of the important sight lines Masterplan - final design and overview of the building plots

Image 62
The building plots of the new 
masterplan

Image 55  Sightline 2  - 
View along the museum 
towards the Katarina Hissen

Image  54  Sightline 1 -  
View from Gamlastan 
towards Slussen - Katarina 
Hissen

Image  56 and 57 
Defining the global area 
of the masterplan  and 
defining the height of the 
public space.

Creating a connection 
between the different 
height levels in the 
masterplan by the creation 
of two slopes.

Image 58 and  59 

Creating a public square at 
the level of the slow traffic 
routes.

Creation of a connection 
between the public area 
and the upper part of the 
masterplan by introducing  
an intermediate level 

Image 60 and 61
Introduction of a 
two-level slow traffic 
bridge  connecting the 
Gamlastan to Slussen.

Designing the public green 
areas- public parks.

Image 56  Sightline 3 
View from the Gamlastan 
towards Slussen along the 
slow traffic route.
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Masterplan - final model

Image 63 
Final model masterplan



1.5 Personal findings and design objective

    The research showed that sustainability it is a topic which evolves together with the evolution 
of humanity. Finding a proper balance between an exploitation of the raw materials and the 
environmental impact of this process, is a part of human history from the times of ancient 
civilisations.
Each major step in the technological evolution of humanity required new sources of energy. 
Various energy sources as wood, coal and oil were exploited in past centuries on a global scale 
causing diversity in environmental changes. 
The rapid growth of the human population in the 20 century and the increased demands for 
natural resources increased the possibilities for irreversible environmental changes. This requires 
a different way of thinking,  a new “perspective” towards the exploitation of the environment.
Stockholm as a first Green Capital in Europe is setting new standards and future goals to 
promote sustainable developments. The population’s growth of the city could be seen as an 
opportunity to create  new sustainable building projects. 
Public buildings as libraries, theatres, museums could act as perfect pilot projects to show the 
possibilities of sustainable design. These buildings have the opportunity to positively influence the 
mindset of a large public by for example: using sustainable materials, new building methods or 
experimenting with new sustainable building systems. 
The city centre of Stockholm has its own very recognizable building morphology which could 
form a perfect base for the new design. The context forms a very important part of sustainability. 
It reveals the possibilities and the challenges for each particular building plot and construction site. 
The challenges could form a strategy of sustainable design.   

The context of the new masterplan of Slussen designed by the studio, includes a building plot on 
top of a subway station. The subway station is used by 260,000. travellers each day. This creates 
an opportunity for a building design to communicate to a large number of citizens and visitors of 
the city of Stockholm. 

This building plot will be a future location of a building with a public programme. The purpose of 
the design will be to expose the possibilities of sustainable building methods’ to a large public. 
The new design will contain the recognizable “DNA” of Stockholm’s building morphology. It will 
be connected to the city’s underground infrastructure and will create a physical connection 
between pedestrian routes in the neighbourhood.   

Connection between the building and the city

Image 64
The first sketch 
representing the DNA of 
the city embedded in the 
building design 

Image 65 
The first collage :
The building programme 
will react to changing 
seasons.  
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Choice of a building location First design proposal - collage of the building form and programme division

Image 66The building location in the 
masterplan

Image 67
First collage of the “Public podium” 
design

 chosen building plot
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In this chapter the individual research towards the design of the sustainable public building will be 
presented.

After finishing the first part of the research of sustainability, the city of Stockholm and Slussen the 
project location, the conclusion was reached that the goal of this graduation project will be: to find 
the architectural way to create more awareness of sustainability and adjust the mindset of a large 
public.

During the studio excursion to Stockholm and visiting  various projects it became clear that 
a public building has a potential to “communicate” to a diversity of users from different social 
backgrounds and engage the social interaction between them. 
The communication process between the building and the users is engaged by the 
multidisciplinary building programme.
The goal of this project will be to design a public building, a “Public Podium” which will be 
dedicated to a large public, and where the building programme will partially be determined by the 
users. The building design will have the opportunity to manifest sustainability to a large public.
To define the architectural approach for the design the following research question was 
formulated:

” Which architectural elements constitute to the public building? “

Sub-question:

“What are the characteristics of the public realm?” 

Approach:
First the definition and the main characteristics of the public realm will be established. This will 
describe the context, the environment where the public building is connected to.   
Afterwards the characteristics of the public buildings will be researched based on building 
projects realized in the Netherlands and Sweden. The main purpose is to identify the architectural 
elements of these buildings which connect the design to the public and to the public realms.
When the architectural elements are determined the main characteristics and the key drivers 
for the Public Podium design will be presented. After presenting the key drivers the building 
programme will be defined. 

In chapter three the context of the building will be presented and the architectural elements 
defined in chapter two, will be used to define the building form.
The form study will be combined with the choice of the sustainable approach suitable for the 
existing context.

The conceptual research will be translated into a building design and presented in chapter four. 
The visualizations of the building design in the context as well as the structural design will be 
presented.

In chapter five the final conclusion and the remarks about the design process will be presented.  

2.1 Introduction of the research phase II (individual)
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2.2 Characteristics of the public realm

Before the public building can be described we first need to understand the environment where 
it is situated and is strictly connected to - “the public realm”. Two definitions will be presented. 
The first definition is directly connected to the building environment, the second definition is 
formulated from the perspective of interpersonal relationships. 

The public realm’s  first definition:

“The private realm consists primarily of buildings that define the edges of public space and that should be 
essentially normative and recessive; the public realm consists of thoroughfares, open spaces and civic 
buildings that may be expressive, idiosyncratic and unique. The combination of private and public places 
creates the true city, a reflection of that variable balance of private rights and public responsibility that 
defines the community” (Duany, A., Plater-Zyberk, E., & Alminana, R. 2003).

The public realm’s second definition:

“ The public realm is the sphere of social relations going beyond our own circle of friendships and of family 
and professional relations. The idea of the public realm is bound up with the ideas of expanding one’s 
mental horizons, of experiment, adventure, discovery surprise.”  (Bianchini, F., & Schwengel, H. 1991).

If we translate the second definition into the language of a built environment: public realm is the 
built environment outside the circle we are already accustomed to: own living space/ home, 
family / friends houses and the work spaces. The public realm of the built environment should 
contain experimental and adventurous elements which will help the users to expand the mental 
horizons and meet each other in a new surprising way.   
The experimental and adventurous “elements” of the public realm could be the civic buildings, 
open spaces like parks and plazas, the transit centres and the infrastructure (Image 68)  as it is 
explained in the first definition. These elements are interdependent and because of their joined 
composition define the atmosphere of the public realm. The public realm is the space, a part of 
the city design which will be shaped by the users - the citizens. 

Image 68
Elements of public realm,
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2.3  Characteristics of public buildings

The further research will focus on the influence of building in the public realm and will answer the 
following research question:

” What architectural elements constitute the public building “

The definition of public building is as follows: 
“a building that belongs to a town or state and is used by the public “Collins, (2018). 
 
Charles King Hoyt categorizes in his book “Public, municipal and community buildings” the 
typology of public building in five major groups: 

“1. Buildings for Government’s Basic Functioning: city halls, courthouses, offices and government 
      centres.
  2  Buildings for Public Services: firehouses, post offices, police stations, jails and maintenance structure, 
  3. Building and Facilities for Parks and Recreation: pavilions, lodges youth centres and stadia,
  4. Buildings and Facilities for Cultural Pursuits: museums, visitors centres, a theatre and others
  5. Multi- Use Facilities: civic centres and buildings with all types of flexible uses. “ Hoyt, C. K. (1980).

Because of the building location in the new master plan- the subway station and the ambition 
to reach out to as many citizens of Stockholm as possible the new design will be categorized in 
the fifth group of “Multi Use Facilities”.  The subway station underneath the building is a part of the 
public services structure and infrastructure of Stockholm. The aim of the new design will be to 
use the advantages of the location and to enhance the multidisciplinary programme.
In order to design a public building in the environment of the public realm of the 21 century the 
design needs to be approached from the social perspective:

“The social content of buildings establishes their character and their scale. Far from being mere objects of 
consumption, buildings can be used for a variety of social ends: forming the public realm, expressing the 
importance of our public shared institutions and improving the daily working and home life of citizenry.” 
(Katz, P., Scully, V., & Bressi, T. W. 1994 p. XXIV). 

This statement underlines the importance of the “social content” as a defining tool for the scale 
and the character of the building. The two main building types with significant value of social 
content will be taken into consideration: public libraries and buildings with a mix of a cultural 
programme. 
In the past libraries were only seen as educational institutions, strictly a part of the educational 
system.  Nowadays libraries are designed to not only provide knowledge but also to be a catalyst 
of social interaction, a public meeting point. The new libraries are able to interact with a much 
larger public and create a connection between a much greater diversity of people than ever 
before. 
The library often forms the foundation for other functions in the building with a mixed cultural 
programme. The building with a combination of programmes has the capability to adapt to public 
needs of the moment. 
For the purpose of the research the following buildings with a multidisciplinary programme will be 
analysed: 
- the OBA library in Amsterdam,
- the Rozet a culture house in Arnhem  
- Kulturhuset in Stockholm   
 
The goal of the analysis is to establish the architectural elements of each building which 
constitute the public nature of the design. The revealed elements will be implemented into the 
design of “Public Podium”. 

Image 69 and 70
The OBA library 
in Amsterdam 
façades and 
building mass

Image 71  and 72
Rozet culture house 
in Arnhem, building 
mass and facade 
openings

Image 73 
Kulturhuset in 
Stockholm facade 
and the square
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The OBA library in Amsterdam is not only the biggest library in Amsterdam but also became a 
new meeting “hotspot” of Amsterdam. The assignment for the design of the building was as 
follows:

“To unite the grown apart world of books, which represent many centuries of culture, and the assignment 
to create a library of experience?”  (Archdaily 2014, May 14). 

The “library of experience” is created by the diversity of the building programme. Besides 
the books and multimedia area there is a fully equipped radio studio broadcasting its own 
programmes. There is a café and a restaurant with its own outside terrace. There are meeting- 
and conference rooms also available for the public. There is also a theatre situated in the upper 
part of the building near the restaurant. (image 80)
The programme is mainly designed for educational and cultural purposes. The additions of the 
restaurants and café create short-stay and long-stay social spaces which emphasize the public 
character of the building. All of the functions are very well connected by the centrally placed 
escalators. (image 78)

The library was the first building to be built in the new master plan of Oosterdokseiland. As a 
single building it was challenged to create a first connection between the new master plan and 
the public of Amsterdam, the future users. The design connects to the surroundings by a large 
outside space placed in front of the building. It invites the visitors to enter the building through a 
staircase which is commonly used as a public recreation/ seating area.
The outside space in front of the building is visually connected to a roof terrace on the 10th floor. 
The users of both outside areas can see and hear each other. The movement on the higher level 
of the building generates a certain level of curiosity by the people entering the building.  
The transition from the public space into the building is very well arranged by the ladder of 
staircases and escalators.  (image 77)

After entering the library an open space, a two-story atrium reveals itself. It is designed as an 
introvert space with little connection to the outside space of the building. This helps the visitors 
to find their way in the surroundings. The upper floors, floors 4 to 10, are much more connected 
to the public realm by the front facade which creates a diversity of viewpoints towards the city 
centre of Amsterdam. The vantage points are emphasized by the shape and the materialization 
of the front façade window frames.
The characteristics of each façade is mainly determined by the context. The front façade is an 
invitation for the visitors to use the public space in front of it and to enter the building. The design 
of the back and side façades reveals more closed character and creates a distance between 
the library, the surrounding buildings and railway infrastructure. 

OBA Library Amsterdam (2007, Jo Coenen)
Image 77 
Central staircase 
connecting the 
public space

Image 74, 75 and 76 
Analysis  of façade openings 1st 
floor, 4th floor and the façade

Image 78 
Elevators and escalators connection points 
between the mixed building programme

Image 79 
Elevators and escalators connection points 
between the mixed building programme

Image 80 
Building  
programme
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Rozet is a building with a mixed programme including: library, heritage centre, art centre and a 
community college. It is placed on the conjunction of the Station Area and the church square. 
The intention of the design is to form a transition between the historic and post-war architecture 
of the city.
There is an open space designed in front of the building and a small park on the opposite side of 
the street. The open space in front of the building is used as a terrace. It is directly connected to 
the building by the sightliness into an inner route of the building.  
The routing is articulated in the design of the front and the side façades.  After entering the 
building the visitors are directly guided by a glazed interior route with the staircases also designed 
to form a seating area.
The interior route brings visitors to various inner squares which are the entrances to the diverse 
building programmes. It accentuates the close connection between the diverse institutions 
situated in the building.
The interior of the public spaces is designed to be clearly visible from the street level. 
By strategically placing the showcase windows, book cases and illuminated billboards, the 
building reveals its programme and emphasises its public identity. By following the interior route 
the visitors will finally arrive at the roof terrace placed on the fifth floor. The terrace is visually 
connected to the public space in front of the building, the park and creates the sightline  which 
follows the parallel street.
The façades of the building are designed with vertical elements decorated with reliefs and 
rosettes. 
All façades are designed with the same elements in order to create a strongly integrated shape, a 
display of unity towards the city. The façade openings are created between the vertical concrete 
elements. 
The only exception to this is formed by the windows of the inner route of the building, these 
windows create a glass ribbon surrounding the building. It enhances the suggestion of a 
“bonded”, “coherent” building.

Rozet culturehouse Arnhem (2013, Neutelings Riedijk Architects)

Image 80, 81 and 83 
Analysis of façade openings, ground floor, 2nd 
floor and the façade

Image  84 
Main gallery stair connecting 
the public space

Image  85
Elevators and stairs

Image 86 
Position of public space 
and main entrance

Image 87 
Building programme

Image 88 
Main routing connecting 
the programme
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Kulturhuset is located in the centre of Stockholm. It is a building with a mixed programme which 
includes:
Stockholm Visitor Centre, National museum of design, theatre, cinemas, library, children’s library, 
conference rooms, a restaurant, a bar and café.
The building programme is composed by various cultural institutions each communicating 
with the citizens of Stockholm in their own way. The diversity of the programme creates the 
possibilities to bring various social classes together and meet in an exciting way on one location. 
    
The building is situated next to a public square and it is facing the square with an elongated front 
façade. The backside of the building is formed by a completely closed concrete façade. 
Both side façades provide the entrances to the building and are composed of glass and 
concrete. The square is placed ten meters lower than the building thus placing it higher in the 
hierarchy of the context. 
The difference in height emphasizes the front-lined façade of the building. It represents a “booth” 
where the public programme is visible for visitors in the square. The glass façade functions as a 
big projection screen. The screen also visually “closes up” the public space.
During the day the users of the building and the users of the public realm have the opportunity to 
“observe” each other. The building communicates to the public through light banners, posters 
and other kind of graphics presented on the front glass façade. 
The building programme is connected by the spiral staircase and escalators added during 
the renovation to improve the routing and the vertical communication between the building 
programme.
There is an outside terrace which provides a visual connection to the public realm and enhances 
the dynamics of movement inside the building.

Kulturhuset Stockholm (1974, Peter Celsing)

Image 89 an 90  
Analysis of façade openings of the level -1 
(facing  the square) and the façade

Image 91
Connection between the public space 

Image 92
Elevators, escalators and stairs connecting the 
building programme

Image 93
Building programme analysis
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THE COMMON ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS OF THE PUBLIC 
BUILDINGSThe common architectural elements of the analysed public building designs are:

- The routing.
 Easy physical accessibility of the building and strong connection between the programme by 
embracing the routing as a key design element.

- The façades.
 Materials: The choice and processing of finishing materials, the tactile aspects of the materials, 
the addition of ornaments and their symbolism should be taken into consideration during the 
design of the façade. 
Façade openings. The positioning and sizes of the façade openings are a tool which creates the 
rhythm of the façade reflecting the nature of the building and the accessibility of it.

- Building form/ mass composition. 
Articulation of the interdependency between the building shape and the existing context. 
The mass of the building, the scale and proportion of the elements will define the spatial hierarchy 
between the building and the public realm.

- Space
 Design of an inner public space, embedded into the building programme, which reacts and 
connects to the surrounding environment. The connection could by created by the design 
of vantage points from the building towards the public realm and enhancement of valuable 
sightliness.

These characteristics are common in the analysed buildings despite the differences between the 
building programme, the time period each building was built and its geographical location.
Each building reacts differently to its own context. However, all the designs react adequately to 
the changing needs of society and are able to harmonize with the surrounding environment. 
The context is in this way creating the public building which is underlined in the next quote:

“. A great public building makes the environment better, but its construction must draw upon the existing 
positive patterns in that environment.” (Project for public spaces 2008)

Therefore all of the architectural elements established during the analysis need to be verified in 
each of the design phases by their connection to the existing environment.

Image 94 and 95
Building mass and façade openings

Image 96
Mixed programme and public space in the building
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2.4  Main design objectives and key drivers of “Public Podium”

Main design objectives:

The starting point of the design process was the formulation of the own conclusion on the 
collective sustainability research and establishment of the key drivers for the building design. 
This approach created a viewpoint on which following design decisions could be based and 
evaluated. 

To create a sustainable design the following list of the main objectives was formulated:
          
             - The choice of building materials and the building method ( the impact from the beginning
  of the building process up to the demolition of the project)
               
               - Implementing the latest available technical systems (passive and active) to reduce the 
 building’s environmental impact 
   
                  -The creation of social sustainability- the building will be used as a catalyst to connect the
  broader public and create a higher consciousness of sustainability. 
 
The combination of the three main objectives is meant to create a new public mind-set towards 
the possibilities of sustainability. The aesthetics of the design should be a result of the chosen 
sustainable strategy respecting the rules established by the context.
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Network 

 

Visual connection between the functions in the building

Physical connections between the functions.

Podium

Accentuate the entrances from one central point
Hierarchy of the building program by space

Build up the level of experience and excitement - routing,viewpoints, sightlines

Key drivers 

The key drivers formulated were based on the conclusion of the research of the public buildings. The public 
mind-set could be addressed only by public building which programme is meant to be formed for and by the 
users. The choice of the location- the current subway station, gives the new building an opportunity to reach 
out to a broader range of users.  
It is by default a location used not only by the citizens but also by the visitors of the city. For both groups 
Slussen subway station, on the surface level, is a starting point of travelling towards the oldest part of the 
city. Underneath the surface Slussen transforms into a transfer point between the subway lines by which it is 
connected to the rest of the city.

Network
The main goal is to design a connecting element between the existing layers- the world on the surface and 
the one beneath the surface i.e. the subway. However the potential of the location would not be fully exploited 
by designing a building with only one main function - the transportation of passengers.
The new design will use the advantage of the existing subway station - the connection to the city network of 
infrastructure, and add the building programme which will be defined by the public- the social network of the 
city. The connection between the building programme will be based on the routing. Inner and outside spaces 
will be physically and visually connected.

Dynamic
The façades will be designed to reveal the parts of the building programme and the movement of the visitors. 
The dynamics of the short- and long stay will be represented by the building programme. During the day the 
programme of the building will be adjusted to reach a large group of citizens. All of the building functions will 
be designed to cooperate and act as a catalyst of public events in Slussen. 

Podium
The building mass will accentuate the programme and react to the public realm. There will be a hierarchy 
in the building programme based on the needed space. All  the building functions will be accessible from a 
central point. 

Image 97
Network - diagram

Image 98
Dynamic - diagram

Image 99
Podium - diagram 6766



Image 100
Key drivers - diagram 6968



2.5 Building programme

KunsthalThe choice of the building programme needs to be based on the value it will add to the creation of “strong 
social content” of the entire building.  
The programme needs to create a connection between the building and the citizens of Stockholm. It was 
already established during the research of the public buildings that a strong social content is created by a 
mixed programme. The interdependency of the programme will increase the social value of the building. 
By mutual cooperation the different functions could create a powerful mix of activities.
The programme of transportation is already embedded in the project location. It creates a flow of visitors 
which will use the building as a transition point. 
By adding a programme with short- and long- stay possibilities the building will create a new meeting point in 
the dynamic surroundings of Slussen. 
The choice of the programme is based on the high social value of the activities and the possibility of 
influencing the programme by the citizens.

The following programme is chosen:

 - Contemporary art gallery,
 - Pop podium,
 - Conference centre,
 -      Existing programme – Subway station 

The following buildings were researched in order to determine the programme spaces, the connections 
between the programme and the routing.

Kunsthall Rotterdam, Pop podium  013 Tilburg , Rozet Arnhem 

The programme will stimulate the social activities during different parts of the day. The citizens of the city will 
determine what kind of activities will be organized. For example if there is an art exhibition in the art gallery the 
citizens could help to decide about the theme of the exhibition. The building programme will change during 
the day to accommodate the social needs of the public. When the pop podium is not used for concerts, it 
will be available for artists to rehearse. During the rehearsal the public can visit the podium for free and be a 
part of the rehearsal. If the artist doesn’t want to be interrupted in the main hall, the visitors could enjoy the 
performance from the balcony on the first floor.  

The building programme will educate, entertain and create a place to stay in the dynamic environment of 
Slussen. 

Image 101
Analysis of the routing between 
the building programme

Image 102
Position of the exposition space

Image 103
Analysis of the exposition 
space surface
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O13 TILBURG ROZET

Image 104
Analysis of the routing and 
the position of the small 
music hall Image 105

Analysis of the layers 
of the small music hall

Image 106
Surface analysis of 
small music hall

Image 107
Analysis of the 
routing towards the 
conference hall.

Image 108
Connection between 
the main stairs and 
the programme.

Image 109
The position of the 
conference hall in the 
building programme

Image 110
Surface analysis of 
conference hall
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CENTRE

 PUBLIC SPACE
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Building programme criteria:

ART GALLERY

CONFERENCE CENTRE

POP PODIUM

SUBWAY STATION

PUBLIC SPACE

Public Podium programme

+

-  connection between the programme via public   
    space

-  minimum of 5000m2 of space 
available for building programme

-  public building / public programme

-  chosen building plot measurements 50mx50m 
 1   building layer = 2500m2
 2  building layers = 5000 m2 

Maximum of 4 layers  of programme– because of 
the surrounding  buildings

-  design of public space between  
    the  building programme

+

Image 111, 112,113 and 114 (left to right)
Shaping the building mass by the routing, public 
space and the programme

Image 115 and 116 
Dividing the  
programme

Image 117 
Combining the programme 
in the building mass 7574
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Image 119 
Building programme  
section 2

Image 118 
Building programme  
section 1



1.  Subway
2.  Pop podium
3.  Conference space
4.  Art gallery 
5.  Public space
6.  Semi public
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Public Podium programme overview Building programme 3d visualisation
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Image 119 
Division of the building 
programme.

Image 120 
Building programme 
visualisation
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3.1 Location

The Public Podium is located at the edge of the new masterplan near the Catharina elevator and 
the Stockholm City Museum. It will replace the existing subway station of Slussen. 
The building plot is situated in the environment with various differences in height: the height 
differences of the surrounding terrain and the heights of the existing built environment (Image 
123  and 124). The front façade of the building will be facing a public space. The public space is 
composed of  public squares with various levels of heights. The lowest part of the square will be 
situated ten metres below the plot. The public squares are connected by the staircases.
The back façade of the building will be facing a ten-meter high stone wall, a part of the existing 
natural environment. The wall forms a border between the civic neighbourhood and the existing 
subway station. There is a public viewing terrace situated on top of the stone wall facing the old 
city centre of Stockholm.
There are three main public routes for pedestrians and slow traffic in the surroundings of the 
building plot (Image 125). These routes are a part of the existing urban environment of Slussen 
and will significantly influence the shape of the new design.     

1.    The  Peter Myndes backe – is a pedestrian route and slow traffic street situated directly in 
front of the building plot. The street forms a straight line towards the Catarina Elevator creating a 
significant sightline. 
The Peter Myndes backe connects to Katarinavagen a road which is situated in front of the side 
façade of the new design (East façade)

2.   The Mariagrand – is a dead-end street which makes the buildings situated directly at the side 
and at the back of the building plot accessible. 

3.    The Kievgrand – is a pedestrian route and a slow traffic street situated at the back side (south 
side) of the building plot. The street makes the building blocks at the back of the building plot 
accessible. It also provides an access to the public terrace – a viewpoint towards the old city 
centre. From the public terrace the visitors can also enter the bridge to the Catarina Tower.

The main goal of Public podium design is to create a connection between the three mentioned 
routes. 
To make the building a part of an existing public realm it should be physically connected to it. 
The Public podium will achieve that by connecting different layers of infrastructure. By creating 
a physical connection between the three mentioned streets the building will become a “hub”, a 
centre of a local infrastructural network, a useful “shortcut” in everyday life of the citizens and the 
visitors of Slussen (image 126). It will not only provide access to the city’s subway network but 
also create a connection with the local network in the district for instance slow traffic / pedestrian 
routes.

Not only will the building design be connected to the existing context of infrastructure but also to 
existing architectural context.
The following quote of Neutelings Riedijk  Architects describe the multiple layers defined by the 
word “context” and how the design could respond to it.  

“A context is not just a physical entity, such as an old town centre, an urban periphery, a village or an 
industrial site. There is also a cultural, historical or political context. Our buildings always respond to their 
context, but these responses never profess to a general validity. Context after all is mental construct that 
can steer a project in a particular direction, but no more than that..” ( Neutelings, W. J., & Riedijk, M. 
(2005 p. 34).

Image 122 
Building position 

Image 123 and 124 
Building plot and hight differences 
of the location.

Image 125 
The main  public routes 

Image 126 
Public podium design - a 
hub connecting the different 
layers of infrastructure

Image 127 
Current situation - 
subway station

Image 128 
New situation - new design Public 
podium
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The design of the Public podium will replace the existing building of the subway station and the 
last part  of the block of buildings situated next to it. The new design will determine the character 
of the last part of the existing block of buildings, and will be directly connected to the open public 
space.  

This context creates a number of interdependent layers:
-  the interdependency between the new design and the existing building block
-  the interdependency between the new design and the pedestrian route / slow traffic street 
-  the interdependency  between the new design and the existing sight lines
Each of the categories will have its own requirements which will influence the building shape. 
 
The interdependency between the new design and the existing building block:

The goal of the new design is to create the awareness of the sustainability by the residents of 
the surrounding neighbourhood and the visitors of Slussen. Public podium design will respond 
to the existing architectural context by following the existing height lines of the surrounding 
buildings and partly follow the direction of the façade existing building block. The public podium 
will introduce a new character to the existing building block, it will accentuate the evolution of the 
block. The new design will “open” the existing building block to the public by creating an inner 
open space, which will be an extension of the existing square placed in front of the building. The 
open space embedded between the building programme refers to the typology of the courtyard 
buildings in the city centre of Stockholm. It will create a recognizable building typology with inner 
public space where the visual connections will be created between the different parts of the 
programme. The visitors of the building will be able to observe the movement inside the building, 
between the various building functions, but also outside between the inner courtyard and the 
public realm.The front façade of the new design will follow the direction of the street and the 
existing building block. 
It will be a slow introduction to an open public space surrounded by the inner façades.. 
The design of the public podium will, to a certain degree, be designed to form a contradiction 
to the existing block. To emphasize sustainability in the new design the new building and 
structural methods will be considered. The objective of the new design won’t be to blend in 
into the architectural context but to create an example of the new approach, awareness of 
the sustainable techniques in the building industry. The existing block of buildings follows the 
pattern of the street and accentuate the sightline towards the Katharina Hissen (the monumental 
elevator).  

The interdependency of the new design and the street:
Two of the Public podium façades directly face the surrounding streets (Image 130). 
The façades will create a direct connection between the design and the pedestrians passing by. 
It will also communicate to the pedestrians who only see the building as the entrance to the public 
transport function. 
These different perspectives of the building’s users will demand a different response to the 
building design.

 

The interdependency between the design and the existing sightlines.
The differences  in height of the existing surroundings results in the sightlines on different levels. 
Two main sightlines follow the streets in front and at the side of the building plot. Both sightlines 
are situated at the same height. 

There is a third sightline created on the public terrace situated at the back façade. The public 
terrace is situated higher than the new building design. The visitors will have a direct visual 
connection to the building programme on the third and fourth floor and the view on the roof of the 
building. 

Image 129 
Public podium and 
connection to the street

Image 130 
Public podium-façade 
connected to the streets

Image 131 
Public podium - and 
existing sightlines

Image 132 
Public podium - sightline  
from terrace 8584



3.2  Form study

Image 133 . Public podium -  design of the building shape

“Architecture is deeply bound within the culture of each region of the country. Building types not the build-
ing styles, are to be the source of historical continuity in our towns and cities.”  Moule, E., & Polyzoides, S. 
1994 p.XIV ) 

The validity of this quote has been proven to be correct during the research of the building 
morphology in the city centre of Stockholm. The main typology of building design is the building 
block with an inner courtyard. 
Because of these deeply embedded and recognizable typology it became the main reference 
to the shape and special organization of the programme in the Public building. The functions are 
organized around the central courtyard – the public square. This is the place where strangers can 
meet, there is a café with a terrace offering a place to stay. The public square is also a place of 
transition, all of the building programme will be accessible via the public square and have a visual 
connection to it. The visitors, users of the building can see the movement in the different parts of 
the building at various times of the day. 
Besides the visual connection of the different parts of programme to the public square  there will 
be a direct physical connection between the square and the public terrace on the second floor of 
the building. From the terrace the visitors will have a view towards the old city of Stockholm.

The front of the building will reflect and emphasise the public character of the building and it’s 
connection to the surroundings. It faces the old city of Stockholm. The backpart of the building 
faces the existing neighbourhood.
The first layer of the east façade will be placed backwards in relation to the street. It will be 
asymmetrical and placed backwards in relation to the western part of the building. This will direct 
the movement of the pedestrians towards the entrance of the subway and the public square. 
From the square pedestrians can reach the existing neighbourhood.

Public podium will introduce an open courtyard design which is so characteristic to the centre of 
Stockholm. The courtyards are used by residents who live in the surrounding buildings. 
This common space is their domain. 
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Models

Image 134 and 135 
Form study 8988



Image 136 , 137 , 138  and 139  
Final model and the location

Public podium - final model
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3.3  Sustainability strategy

Materials 

“The building industry consumes more energy and resources than any other economic activity” (Ham-
mond & Jones,2008)

From the beginning of the design process the main goal is to have as a low environmental impact 
as possible. The chosen design tactic was to:
- Apply the materials derived from sustainable resources
- Use of the materials that can be re-used or easily recycled
- Use of the materials which will have natural/ sustainable appearance
The way of manufacturing  the materials and the transportation needed to be carefully 
considered in order to reduce the CO2.  Another important factor will be the embodied energy 
of the chosen materials. After analyzing these aspects the Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) was 
chosen as a main building material. It will be used for a structural purposes of the new design.
The floors, the ceilings, the columns, the bearing walls and the façade structural elements 
will all be designed a CLT elements. The cross laminated timber could be produced by local 
manufacturers, using local timber and delivered as prefabricated product.

Not only the columns but also the bearing walls could be installed as elements which afterwards 
won’t need any finishing layers, which will reduce  material usage. 
In the design of the Public podium the appearance of the materials will be crucial to communicate 
the sustainability to the building’s users. 
By using timber for the outer as well as the inner elements of the design the building will become 
a coherent “wooden element”. 

“Another advantage is that you don’t need to use the very finest grades to get a good product. That could 
increase the value of the raw material that traditionally is not used when manufacturing solid wood prod-
ucts, which allows the use of a greater proportion of the log, and that in turn means storing even more 
carbon dioxide”( Brandt K.( 2015)

The timber products could be very easily recycled or reused after the demolition of the building. If 
the timber products couldn’t been recycled it could be used to produce  biomass based energy.   

Image  140 
Cross laminated timber 
structural possibilities

Image  141 
Cross laminated  interior 
without finishing layers
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4.1  Floorplans

Level -2 Subway platform

1. Subway platform 
2. Subway tracks 
3. Upper floor access points
 

1.

3.

Image 142 
Subway platform 
Level -2, scale - 1:500

2.
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Level -1 Entrance subway / Restaurant Pop Podium

1. Entrance subway station 
2. Connection bridge 
3. Restaurant Pop Podium 
4. Accecss corridor bus station 
5. Public space 
 

Image 143  
Entrance subway, restaurant  
Pop Podium. 
Level -1,  scale - 1:500

1.

5.

2.

3.

4.
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Level 0-  Entrance subway station / Entrance Pop Podium

1. Entrance subway station 
2. Public square 
3. Entrance Pop Podium 
4. Pop podium stage level 
5. Public space 
 

Image 144 
Entrance subway station, 
entrance Pop Podium.  
Level 0, scale - 1:500

1.

3.

2.

4.
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Level 1 -  Entrance TED conference centre/ Pop podium second floor/
                

1. Entrance TED conference centre 
2. Pop podium second floor - terrace 
3. Public stairs towards Art Gallery / Terrace 
4. Routing towards public terrace
 

Image 145  
Entrance TED conference centre, 
Pop Podium second floor. 
Level 2 , scale - 1:500  

3.

2.

3.

1.

2.

4.
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Level 2-  Entrance art gallery/ Public terrace                

1. Entrance art gallery 
2. Public terrace 
3. Public stairs towards Art Gallery / Terrace 

 

Image 146 
Entrance art gallery, 
Pop Podium. 
Level 2, scale - 1:500

3.

1.

2.
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Level 3- Art gallery

Image 147 
Art gallery 
Level 3, scale - 1:500
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Roof

Image 148 
Roof 
Level 4, scale - 1:500
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4.2 Sections

Image 149 
Section 1 
Scale - 1:300
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Image 150  
Section 2 
Scale - 1:300
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4.3 Structure

Image 151
Cross Laminated structure 115114



Image 152
Cross Laminated structure

Image 153
Cross Laminated structure
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4.4 Façades

Image 154 
Façade - North  
Scale - 1:300
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Image 155 
Façade- East 
Scale - 1:500

121120

Image 156
Façade 1  public square 
Scale - 1:500



Image 157 
Façade 2 public square
Scale - 1:500

123122

Image 158
Façade 1  public square 
Scale - 1:500



4.5 Visualisation

125124
Image 159 
Exterior



127126
Image 160 
Exterior



129128 Image 161 Exterior



131130
Image 162 
Exterior



133132
Image 163 
Exterior



135134
Image 164 
Exterior



137136 Image 165  Interior
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Sustainability is a subject which I consciously followed and “integrated” in my education period on the 
Technical University of Eindhoven. During the master courses I have mainly followed the development 
of sustainable materials and researched how their functionality performed in the building design.
Reflecting on this period it became clear that this approach narrowed my perspective to purely 
functional aspects of sustainability. It became very clear to me how much I didn’t yet know about the 
subject.
The graduation studio reveildd to me new layers, new perspectives and approaches towards 
sustainability. This process started during the collective research of the interdependency between the 
global environmental challenges and their influence on humanity. It was very confronting when we 
concluded that humanity is the main cause of these challenges. 
The research exposed the various approaches, tactics and tools towards sustainable design, including 
a performance analysis of existing sustainable designs. 

The starting point of my individual design was to define the sustainable design “tactics” based on the 
research conclusions.
The tactics were: to create the awareness of sustainability by the building’s users.
It was very challenging to decide which “tools” are the most suitable to reach as many potential  
building’s users as possible. After the research of the context and the excursion to Stockholm it 
became clear that the best way to approach the citizens is to design a building for them. 
This resulted in formulating a research question: “Which architectural elements constitute to the public 
building?”
From this point on the design process was guided by the research of the public buildings, the existing 
context, the suitable sustainable materials and systems. 
It was challenging to find suitable materials which on the one hand could emphasize sustainability on 
various levels and on the other hand could create a complex building shape.
At the end it was the building’s structural research which was crucial for the choice of the materials and 
the building’s aesthetics. Reflecting on the decisions which I made I think that the design has reached 
the goal of communicating the sustainability to the users by its shape and outer appearance- the 
aesthetics. 

Looking back at the process the most challenging part was to stop the research phase and to find the 
way to translate it into the design. There was a lot of freedom during the design process allowing us to 
make own decisions towards the location, programme and own design approach.
This was a good opportunity to test my own abilities and learn what I need to improve in the future 
design process. To reach this conclusion I needed to take a step back and evaluate the process and 
my own decisions. I’m very glad that there was room for it during the project.

The studio of Aesthetics of the sustainability created for me an opportunity to discover a new and 
deeper understanding of the term “sustainability”. It also created a consciousness of my own abilities 
during the design process. It was a very exiting studio which stimulated me to go “one step further” in 
order to achieve better design solutions.

I would like to take this opportunity and thank the tutors of the studio. In every part of the design 
process I received constructive feedback which helped me to continue my design process. Especially 
in the moments when the design process slowed down because of “tunnel vision” the feedback helped 
me to change the perspective and try a different approach.
The process was very challenging and I’m very grateful for your patience and for being very 
understanding. 

5 Conclusion and acknowledgements

Conclusion

Acknowledgements
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